
Insight’s Windows
Virtual Desktop
Proof of Concept Service

Part of Insight’s Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) portfolio, our Proof of Concept 
module gives you real-world, hands-on experience of WVD, allowing you to clearly 
visualise and test the solution in your own environment. 

Being able to realistically verify the design, implementation, and feasibility of WVD 
in your organisation means you’ll avoid any potential risks, confirm your readiness 
against clearly defined success criteria, and accelerate the deployment of WVD across 
your organisation, 

With Insight Proof of Concept, you’ll rapidly realise WVD’s many business benefits and 
will be able to confidently move forward with WVD built into your strategy.

Business challenge
WVD offers powerful performance, scalability, security and anytime-anywhere benefits. 
But how do you make sure it really does fit your environment, until you deploy it? 
Will it really enhance user experience and increase productivity? Do you and your 
stakeholders want to see proof that your proposed investment is justified before full 
rollout? 

Setting up this proof requires time, resource and specialist expertise – especially  
when you’re trying to accurately recreate your organisation’s environment on a third-
party system. 

Why Insight
As a Microsoft Gold Partner, we have 
the people, skills, expertise experience, 
tools and processes – including reference 
architectures – to help you onboard WVD. 

We understand your goals and objectives 
and work closely in partnership with you 
to ensure success and help you build your 
strategy so you can successfully integrate 
and deploy WVD across your remote 
workforce. 

Benefits
 • Deep, real-life understanding of WVD 

features

 • Hands-on experience in your own 
environment

 • Confirm readiness for full rollout

 • Test WVD’s features and feasibility

 • Accelerate realisation of WVD benefits

Solution Brief
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Insight WVD modules
Insight WVD Proof of Concept is part of our VDI portfolio. Our WVD modules are designed to help you maximise your investment in this 
innovative Microsoft technology. They can be bundled together, giving you our expertise through the whole process.

• Solution Workshop for WVD
Understand how WVD works and how you can get the most from it; plan next steps based on your needs and objectives.

• WVD Assessment
deploying and enabling the new architecture, and operationalising the cloud.

You can also bundle these modules with our Hybrid Cloud Assessment and Azure Foundation Setup services for even greater understanding.

For more information, please contact your Insight Account Manager.

Our solution 
Our WVD Proof of Concept module helps you create a small-scale, real demonstration in your own environment, based on your specified 
requirements, so you gain valuable information and insights about how this powerful technology works.

Our experts will help you use and test your design, document feedback about functionality, performance and security, and analyse your 
experience so that you can progress confidently to the final roadmap ready for full deployment across your workforce. 

By giving you the opportunity to gain a deep understanding of WVD through real-life hands-on testing and experience, we’ll ensure you’re 

ready to deploy WVD on a wider scale, with any obstacles removed, and the feasibility of your proposal accurately assessed and confirmed.


